
Bible Study
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Bible study is a foundational practice for Christians, offering spiritual nourishment
and deeper comprehension of God's Word, aiding in personal growth and
strengthening one's relationship with God. Additionally, the integration of arts and
crafts can enhance Bible study by providing a creative, hands-on approach to
scripture engagement. Visual representation, memorization aid, reflection,
discussion, and personal expression are just a few ways in which arts and crafts can
enrich the understanding of biblical passages. This approach fosters a multi-sensory
experience, supports personal interpretation, and encourages practical application of
the scriptures, making it a valuable tool for both individuals and communities of faith,
regardless of age or background.



Adults with Intellectual Disabilities
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Working with adults with intellectual disabilities is vital for creating an inclusive,
compassionate, and equitable society that values the inherent worth and potential of
every individual, regardless of their abilities. It helps fulfill their human rights, improves
their quality of life, and enhances the well-being of the community as a whole.



Classes For Our Older Friends 
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Arts and crafts are valuable tools for improving the overall quality of life for older adults.
They provide opportunities for self-expression, cognitive stimulation, and social
engagement, contributing to the holistic well-being of individuals with memory-related
conditions. Our activities are tailored to each person's needs and abilities, allowing them
to experience the benefits at their own pace and comfort.



Teaching Academy
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As a lifelong educator, my passion lies in nurturing the success of the upcoming
generation of teachers within my teaching academy. Our programs are designed to equip
new educators with practical real-life skills that are often not covered in traditional college
preparation courses. Our students walk away from our classes with actionable strategies
they can immediately implement in their classrooms. Our curriculum delves into crucial
topics including classroom management, organizational skills, effective communication,
relationship building, and the creation of a strong classroom community.



Group Classes
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We also provide classes for adults, where our grown-up friends can savor a glass of wine
while engaging in activities such as crafting stained glass, participating in paint nights, or
creating seasonal crafts.


